
TESTIMONIALS OF STUDENTS OF ANCOL 
 
Samina Moosa, B.A English Language 
 
I belong to the pioneer batch of this institute, is now 
going to complete my three years successfully. I had a 
vast experience which will directly or indirectly help 
me in my future. Obviously college is a time that 
students can truly become  individuals. 
 

My journey begins with a small set up of our college 
at  Haddo  English Medium School where we studied 

for one year With a total enrollment of 360 students  
in our College in different  departments, facing many 
difficulties but  believing that it will come to an end 
when we will move to our permanent campus. 
Completing one year  at Haddo  we  moved  to our 
next temporary campus that is at  Transport Bhawan, 
where we cope up with further short comings of our 
infrastructure. In this mean time, we find that we 
have gain many things in our life like fa cing 
problems with bold spirit and many more. The 
MHRD has sanctioned fund under Rashtriya Uchchatar Shiksha Abhiyan Scheme 
(RUSA) which has helped our institution to build the new infrastructure in our 
permanent campus. 
 

In the month of July 2016 we finally moved to our permanent campus that is at 
Chakkargaon with awesome scenic beauty and one wing facing the sea. The eco-
friendly location, soothing environment is ideal for the students. The new campus is 
spread over a vast area with better infrastructure. 
 

Well Furnished Classrooms :  
All the classrooms have the capacity to accommodate 60 students. The classrooms 
contains benches with writing desks and white board facilities.   
 

Conference Hall :  
The college maintains a conference Hall, where we hoist cultural & academic  
programmes. As our college is in its initial stage   so we have a mini  conference  hall 
with a capacity of 125 students. 
Besides we have rich library, sports, parking lots ,RO drinking water  and canteen 
facilities.  
 

In a nutshell if I say - College opened my eyes to the world, build knowledge, skills 
and brain power, and discover new passions, which can mould my future. Further it 
sharpened my skills in the field of choice. College experience taught me valuable 
knowledge about this diverse world and people and concepts in general which will 
enable  me to  hopefully become more successful in life when I finally  graduate and 
get my degree. 



My Journey in the Psychology Dept of ANCOL 
 
Name: K Vasu  
Class: BSc Psychology (Final year-6th Semester) 
 
From my school days onwards, I was aspiring to 

pursue my higher studies in Psychology. The lone 

college in the Islands doesn’t have this subject. I 

was bit confused about my future studies. Then I 

heard about a newly opening degree college in the 

Islands and that too with a subject of choice. My 

journey started with minimum infrastructure and 

facilities in this college. Being in my final year of a 

relatively specialised degree, I can reflect 

that ANCOL has provided me with the opportunity 

to explore an array of different possibilities for my 

future, most of which I would not have been aware 

of without attending this course in ANCOL. From a small temporarily setup of 

classroom and Laboratory, the institute has grown to a level where the labs are 

equipped with state of the art equipments and spacious classrooms. This was 

possible with fund obtained from the Centrally sponsored Scheme RUSA and from 

the A&N 


